We present the design of Espresso, Google's SDN-based Internet peering edge routing infrastructure. This architecture grew out of a need to exponentially scale the Internet edge cost-effectively and to enable application-aware routing at Internet-peering scale. Espresso utilizes commodity switches and host-based routing/packet processing to implement a novel fine-grained traffic engineering capability. Overall, Espresso provides Google a scalable peering edge that is programmable, reliable, and integrated with global traffic systems. Espresso also greatly accelerated deployment of new networking features at our peering edge. Espresso has been in production for two years and serves over 22% of Google's total traffic to the Internet.
INTRODUCTION
The Internet's peering edge plays a critical and growing role in the architecture of large-scale content providers, driven by HighDefinition Video and Cloud Computing. The largest peering edges deliver Terabits/sec of Internet traffic and megawatts of compute/storage. While most of the computing and storage for content providers runs in data centers, the edge supports: i) peering with partner autonomous systems, ii) a server pool of reverse proxies for TCP termination, and iii) caching and content distribution of static content. A properly designed edge architecture supports interactive low latency to a global user population, is the first and most important line of defense against DoS and related attacks, and reduces the buildout of the backbone network back to centrally-located data centers.
The dominant component of an edge architecture is Internetscale routers. These routers are hardware and software engineering marvels, with at least three critical pieces of functionality. First, the router must scale to hundreds of ports with the highest bandwidth density and packet per second processing rates in each generation. The management and configuration complexity of Internet routers is substantial, so our tendency has been to favor scale up with as few, large routers as possible. Second, the router must support Internet-scale forwarding tables with potentially hundreds of thousands of individual entries down to /24 subnets in the case of IPv4 for global Internet-scale routing. Third, on the incoming path, routers must support complex and large-scale access control lists to support firewall rules and protect against DoS attacks. Otherwise specialized firewalls have to be deployed in peering locations, consuming limited space and power. Finally, the router must support high-end compute for BGP software that can manage hundreds of sessions with remote peers.
In our experience running the network for one of the largest global content providers, the flexibility, availability, and cost efficiency of the peering edge was increasingly limited by these Internet routers. Most critically, we could not introduce new functionality leveraging a global view of traffic or cross-layer optimizations. For example, we measure, in real time, the peer ports most likely to deliver high-bandwidth/low-latency connectivity from our edge by measuring across millions of individual users. Overriding BGPspecified forwarding behavior at fine granularity is limiting. In cases where it is possible, it often requires some change in the vendor software or hardware. The simplest changes can take up to a year to qualify, while more complex changes require either standardization efforts or new versions of switch silicon. Further, the scale up nature of high-end Internet routers means that any upgrade or failure, however rare, would affect a substantial fraction of our traffic. Finally, the cost per port of Internet routers dominated our edge costs, typically 4 − 10× relative to the next tier of router with more modest forwarding and ACL table size.
To address these challenges, we used our experience with SDN in a different setting [21] to design and implement Espresso, a new peering edge architecture. The key insight behind Espresso is externalizing most network control from the peering devices, and leaving only a simple data-plane on device-specifically a commodity MPLS switch. In particular, we move packet processing, including routing on Internet-scale forwarding tables and ACLs, to high-performance software packet processors running on the large-scale server infrastructure already present in the edge. Further, we integrate our pre-existing global traffic engineering (TE) system into Espresso to enable fine-grained, BGP-compliant bandwidth management in a manner that would be difficult to implement in a distributed environment and without an end-to-end view of per-flow performance. Finally, we move BGP to a custom stack running on servers, enabling finer-grained partitioning and much more computation power than available in any Internet router.
Taken together, Espresso's design accelerates delivery of innovative networking features to our customers at a previously impossible pace. Coupled with our global TE system, Espresso delivers 13% more user traffic on our infrastructure by integrating with global application-aware TE system as compared to just BGP-based routing, while also improving peer link utilization and end-to-end user experience. For example, the mean time between rebuffers (an important measure for video traffic) improves between 35% to 170%.
BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENTS
Google runs two different WANs. B4 [21] , our datacenter-to-datacenter WAN supports global computation. B2 [5] provides connectivity from our datacenters to our peering edge and eventually to end users around the world (Figure 1 ). Google has one of the largest peering surfaces in the world, exchanging data with Internet Service Providers (ISPs) in over 70 metros.
B2 employs traditional vendor gear and decentralized routing protocols to provide the highest levels of availability. Traditional IP routing operates on low-level information for routing traffic, e.g., BGP announcements and policies. Supporting application-aware fine-grained traffic policies therefore requires complex BGP rules that are hard to manage, reason about [13] or even implement.
In contrast, we built B4 with internally-developed hardware, SDN control and centralized traffic engineering, leveraging the fact that much of our datacenter to datacenter traffic did not require the same availability as B2. As we gained more experience with B4, centralized traffic engineering and SDN, we were able to continuously improve the availability of our SDN WAN while enjoying the benefits of cost efficiency, fine-grained traffic management, and high feature velocity. These capabilities formed the motivation for Espresso: could we bring the benefits of SDN to a portion of B2 while maintaining the requisite availability and interoperability with arbitrary external hardware and software? Doing so would require us to meet the following requirements:
(1) Efficiency. Sustaining Google's rapid Internet traffic growth requires us to reduce the cost of our Internet peering edge network at a faster rate, while simultaneously increasing utilization of the peering ports. (2) Interoperability. Espresso needs to interoperate with the rest of the Internet and the peer networks, supporting all standard Internet protocols, such as BGP and IPv4/IPv6. Previous SDN deployments [11, 21] were internal and only had to interoperate with a controlled number of vendors and/or software. (3) Reliability. Espresso must carry all Google traffic to and from users. Consequently, it must deliver better than 99.999% global availability, or less than five minutes of downtime per year for traffic that is routed through it. Measuring global edge availability presents its own challenges and is beyond the scope of this paper; here, we focus on our techniques for maintaining availability while centralizing portions of our network control. (4) Incremental Deployment. For practical reasons, Espresso must operate alongside existing traditional routing equipment. Given the scale of Google's network, it would be infeasible to forklift current deployments to support Espresso. On the other hand, restricting Espresso to new edge turn ups would limit its utility to Google. (5) High Feature Velocity. Changing product requirements, for example to support peering in heterogeneous Cloud deployments, places a premium on rapid feature development and qualification. Our goal is to deploy a developed feature to production in two weeks, a process that could take up to a year with existing practice. Our experience suggests that end to end feature development and deployment has improved by more than a factor of six with Espresso.
Centrally, a highly available peering edge and high feature velocity are often at odds with each other. Having a highly available system often implies a more slowly-changing system because management operations are often the cause of unavailability [16] . Trying to improve availability beyond the baseline for traditional deployments, while increasing feature velocity, entails substantial architectural care.
DESIGN PRINCIPLES
To meet our requirements, we employed several design principles crucial to the success of Espresso. As shown in Table 1 , Espresso changes the traditional edge routing design by innovating on all three planes: control, data and management.
(1) Espresso employs a hierarchical control plane split between local and global controllers. Local controllers apply programming rules and application-specific traffic routing policies that are computed by the global controller. This design is easier to reason about as compared to fully distributed local controllers in metros peering with one another. This approach achieves three main objectives: (i) global traffic optimization to improve efficiency, (ii) improved reliability as the local control plane can operate independently of the global controller, and (iii) fast reaction to local network events, for example on peering port or device failure the local controller performs local repair while awaiting globally optimized allocation from the global controller. (2) We support fail static for high availability [16] . The data plane maintains the last known good state so that the control plane may be unavailable for short periods without impacting packet forwarding. While we are exposed to simultaneous data plane failures while the control plane is unavailable, such failures are typically small in scope, e.g., individual peering link failure. Achieving fail static properties with existing network hardware is challenging because of tight coupling between the control and data plane. For example, it is typically impossible to distinguish between a BGP stack failure and a data plane failure. By externalizing control off peering devices, Espresso is systematically engineered to fail static. Different components in the control plane can be unavailable for varying amounts of time while the data plane and BGP peerings can continue to operate. This design also allows us to upgrade the control plane frequently on a live system without impacting the data plane, which fortuitously provides ample opportunity to test fail static system properties. (3) Espresso emphasizes software programmability via simple hardware primitives (e.g., MPLS pop and forward to next-hop). As such, new features can be introduced without waiting for the vendor to qualify and release a software update. This in turn allows the network to evolve with changing application requirements and also enables innovative networking features to be deployed with high velocity. Separating the control plane from the data plane has the added benefit of allowing the CPU for control protocols to scale independently of hardware packet forwarding capabilities.
With commercial Peering Routers, the ratio of control CPU to data plane performance is fixed. (4) High feature velocity resulting from programmability imposes testability as a key design principle for Espresso. Only by rigorously and systematically testing each feature through fully automated end-to-end testing can we achieve feature velocity without sacrificing reliability and availability. Because we implement network functionality in software components, we can perform layers of testing from (i) unit tests to (ii) components to (iii) pairwise interaction to (iv) endto-end systems and subsystems. This is in sharp contrast to qualification of routers where we can only rely on black box testing coupled to expensive and hard to manage hardware deployments. The layers of testing provide confidence in the safety of new software releases, allowing us to release frequently while staying within our reliability budget. (5) Supporting exponential growth means that Espresso must be designed for intent-driven manageability with controlled configuration updates. This manageability needs to support large scale operation that is safe, automated, and incremental. Such automation is key to sub-linear scaling of the human overhead of running the network and reducing operational errors, the main source of outages [16] .
DESIGN
In this section, we describe the design of Espresso and how it integrates into the existing Google network. We then detail the design of each component in Espresso and how they adhere to our design principles.
Background
Peering locations-a.k.a. edge metros-connect Google to end users around the world (Figure 1 ) through external ISP peers. Figure 3a illustrates this configuration. Prior to Espresso, we used traditional routers, Peering Routers (PR), to connect Google's network with other autonomous systems (AS) in the edge. These PRs support eBGP peerings, Internet-scale FIBs and IP access-control-lists to filter unwanted traffic. Alongside our routers, we also run Layer 7 reverse proxies at the edge to terminate user connections and to serve cached content. The proxies reduce connection latency to users, reduce the required capacity back to data centers through caching, and improve performance for cacheable content [15, 23] . A typical user request enters Google via one of the PRs and terminates at a local L7 (reverse) proxy. Key to Espresso is using a small subset of this server processing power already running at the edge for programmable packet processing. Figure 2 illustrates the basic architecture of an Espresso edge metro, which broadly consists of three subsystems.
Design Overview
(1) A global traffic engineering (TE) system enables applicationaware routing at Internet scale. This TE system, consisting of the Global TE controller (GC) and location controllers (LC), programs the packet processors with flow entries that allows dynamic selection of egress port on per-application basis. This programmable packet processing also helps mitigate DoS attacks with finer resolution than possible in hardware routers. (2) A combination of a commodity MPLS switch (PF) that supports forwarding/tunneling rules and ACLs, and BGP speaker processes that establish BGP peering supports the traditional peering "router" capabilities. Unlike an Internetscale peering router, the PF has a small TCAM and limited on-box BGP capability. However, it is capable of line rate decapsulation and forwarding of IP GRE and MPLS packets. (3) Finally, Espresso supports fully automated configuration and upgrades through an intent-driven configuration and management stack. To configure the system, an operator simply changes the intent. Committing the intent triggers the management system to generate, version, and statically verify the configuration before pushing it to all relevant software components and devices. For additional protection, we also canary the configuration with another layer of verification performed by the individual components.
Application-aware routing.
A typical user request enters via a peering device and terminates at an edge host (Figure 3b ) via standard IP routing. With traditional routing, the response would simply be sent from this edge host to the peering router (PR), which in turn maps the destination IP address to one of its output ports by consulting an Internet-scale FIB constructed by its BGP stack.
Espresso PFs do not run BGP locally and do not have the capacity to store an Internet-scale FIB. We instead store Internet-scale FIBs in the servers, using cheaper DRAM on servers for better scaling with the growth of Internet prefixes. Espresso directs ingress packet to the host using IP GRE where we apply ACLs, see Figure 3b . The hosts also encapsulate all outbound packets with a mapping to the PF's output port. That is, we encode the egress port in the packet itself through server packet processors, enabling tremendous hardware and software simplification at the PF.
Thus, it is each server's packet processor that maps the ultimate packet destination to a pre-programmed label at the PF using an Internet-scale FIB stored in server memory. Espresso uses IP-GRE and MPLS encapsulation, where IP-GRE targets the correct router and the MPLS label identifies the PF's peering port ( Figure 3a) . The PF simply decapsulates the IP-GRE header and forwards the packet to the correct next-hop according to its MPLS label after popping the label. An L3 aggregation network using standard BGP forwards the IP-GRE encapsulated packet from the host to the PF. IP-GRE was chosen over destination MAC rewrites, e.g., [4] , because it allows us to scale the aggregation network easily.
To program host FIBs, GC gathers routes from all peering devices, both traditional and Espresso peering. It calculates the applicationaware FIB, while respecting BGP policy. GC then sends the resulting Internet-sized FIB to the LCs. Because GC has a slower control loop, LC maintains responsibility for quickly reacting to any metro-local network events as shown in Figure 5 . Using these rules, the packet processors can implement application-aware routing.
BGP peering and routes propagation.
Espresso externalizes eBGP from the peering device (PF) to software processes running on the host servers. To establish a BGP session with an external peer, LC creates an IP-GRE tunnel between the PF and the server running BGP, Figure 2 . We partition the responsibility of handling peer BGP sessions among servers at the granularity of each peer, simplifying the process of scaling peering sessions. In addition, this approach allows Espresso to establish a TCP connection directly between the peer router and the eBGP engine without requiring multi-hop peering, which many peers do not support. Once the peering is established, Espresso exchanges routes with peers as with any router. LC aggregates these routes across BGP speakers and delivers them to the GC. In turn, GC learns of available peering ports on a per-prefix basis, running a global TE optimization Figure 4 : Global Controller system is a distributed system that periodically produces an optimized application-specific programming rules that are distributed via LCs in each edge metro.
to rebalance traffic across available peering ports to serve user traffic. LC also quickly propagate any failures (e.g., route withdrawals) to the hosts. Figure 5 shows an example of this operation.
Application-aware TE System
Espresso's TE system is a hierarhical control plane, divided into a global TE controller (GC) and per-metro location controllers (LC). GC provides application-aware TE decisions through global optimization, while LC provides local fallback and fast reaction to failures to increase Espresso's reliability and responsiveness. Integration with the existing TE system allows for incremental deployment of Espresso, as GC supports both traditional and Espresso peering devices. At a high level, GC's objective is to efficiently allocate user traffic demand given the available resources (peering, backbone, server capacity) while optimizing for application-level metrics such as goodput and latency. GC also strictly observes application-level priority to ensure we allocate bandwidth for higher priority applications before others. Figure 4 shows an overview of GC's operation. The output of GC is a prioritized list of <PR or PF, egress port> tuples for each <point-of-presence (PoP), client prefix, service class> tuple, where service class encodes the priority of the traffic on the network. We refer to this list as the egress map. Packet processors employ this list to control where an application's traffic egresses Google's network. GC only chooses the egress to optimize peering port utilization and does not control pathing between the hosts and the PFs/PRs. Dynamic pathing between hosts and PFs/PRs is beyond the scope of Espresso.
Global Controller.
To make application-aware TE, GC's optimizer consumes a number of inputs:
• Peering routes: GC determines where user traffic can egress by collecting all peering routes from edge routers. The Feed Aggregator collects routes while preserving the BGP attributes to respect BGP peering policies. GC consumes routes from both traditional PRs and the Espresso PFs. GC can then compute egress maps targeting PR or PF, which allows for incremental deployment of new peering capacity on Espresso. Using these routes, GC creates a prioritized list of egresses for each client prefix, based on attributes such as AS path length, BGP advertisement specificity, operator policies, etc.
• User bandwidth usage and performance: To estimate user demand, the layer 7 proxies report connection metrics for each client-prefix and application service class to GC based on the connections they manage. The Volume Aggregator aggregates bandwidth, goodput, RTT, retransmits, and queries-per-second reports. A smoothed version of this information serves as an estimate of user demand and path performance in the Optimizer. GC determines the appropriate prefix granularity to use for programming client prefixes by joining routing data with observed client latency. The L7 proxies report observed client latency on a per /24 granularity (/48 for IPv6) to GC, and if GC observes different latency characteristics for prefixes within that reported in routing data, it can disaggregate them until the latency characteristics are similar. This enables GC to target client populations with very different network connectivity at the appropriate granularity.
• Link utilization: GC collects per-queue link utilization, drops, and link speed from network devices in the peering locations. The Limits Computer shown in Figure 4 aggregates this information with user demand to allocate bandwidth targets per link per service class. First, it prioritizes allocation in the order of service classes. Second, it scales the allocation down more aggressively if there are drops in higher priority service classes than in lower priority service classes. This dynamic scaling is critical to maintaining high peering link utilization, while limiting any adverse effect to applications that are latency sensitive, see § 6.2. GC's congestion reaction helps get 17% higher utilization of peering links [2, 12, 21] . GC also reacts to downstream congestion in the Internet by using host-reported client goodput to compare end-to-end path performance for each client prefix for each egress link.
To compare end-to-end path quality, we group host reports based on peering link, AS path and client prefix. The resulting groups have identical BGP and latency characteristics. We use this information to limit the amount of traffic we place on a congested path for a given client prefix, moving traffic to alternate, less congested paths if possible. We show in § 6.2 that enabling this feature significantly improves userperceived performance, with up to a 170% improvement in user-perceived quality metrics.
GC uses a greedy algorithm to assign traffic to candidate egress device and port using the above inputs. We prefer this greedy algorithm over a more optimized linear program (LP) due to its optimization speed, simplicity and resulting debuggability. We have observed marginal 3 − 5% improvements in latency to some client prefixes from the LP which is insufficient to justify the additional complexity. We are still investigating in this area, and consider designing an LP-based solution that meets our operational requirements as part of future research.
The greedy algorithm starts with the highest priority traffic and its most preferred candidate mapping. Traffic assignment spills over to subsequent candidates when the remaining traffic exceeds the remaining capacity for the candidate. The algorithm orders egress options based on BGP policy and metrics, user metrics (e.g., RTT and goodput), and cost of serving on the link. For example, if we assign prefix p with expected demand 1 Gbps at location A, to be served via egress peering port E, then GC subtracts 1 Gbps from the available serving limit for peering port E, along with any capacity on the links from A to E. If the complete demand for p cannot be satisfied by serving via port E, then we split the demand between multiple peering ports.
GC also adjusts link capacity to account for traffic not under its control, allowing for incremental deployment. For high priority traffic, GC reserves space for LC and BGP spilling over in case of a link failure. This reserved space is still available for loss-tolerant, lower-QoS traffic.
GC employs safety as its fundamental operating principle. This approach has been critical to its success in managing Google's Internet facing traffic while maintaining global scope. The often hidden cost for global optimization is a global failure domain. Every component in GC performs extensive validation at each stage for defense in depth. GC relies on inputs from a number of different systems, like monitoring systems that collect interface counters on peering devices. Given the sheer amount of data consumed by GC and the number of different input sources, GC must verify the basic sanity of all incoming data sources. For example, Limits Computer fails validation if the limits for different links computed change significantly. When validation fails, the Optimizer continues producing maps based on changes to the other input sources, while using the last valid input from Limits Computer for some time. Before publishing the egress map, the optimizer compares it to prior maps, validating traffic-shift rules. We assume maps violating these rules result from some fault in GC, hence we would rather fail-static in these cases. This means we continue to use the last valid map to serve traffic. In our experience, being conservative in validation that could result in serving traffic using stale maps when there is a false positive than risk programming a bad map has resulted in a more reliable operational behavior.
We replicate GC in several datacenters for higher availability. A master election process using a distributed lock system [6] , elects one of the GC stacks as master. The Optimizer in the master GC stack sends it output to the LCs in every Espresso Metro. There is a canary process where the LCs canary the new map to a small fraction of packet processors and report their status to the GC. A canary failure would revert the programming to previous valid map and alert an oncall engineer.
We archive both GC inputs and outputs so operators can easily revert to the historical known-good state. Validation reduces the scope and frequency of production outages, while reverting to a known good state helps reduce the duration of outages.
Location
Controller. Since we intentionally dampen GC output to minimize churn in the global egress map, Espresso features a local control plane to handle changes such as interface failure and sudden decrease in serving capacity. For this, we run a Location Controller (LC) on host servers in each peering location, which acts as a fallback in case of GC failure.
The main inputs to LC are application-specific forwarding rules from GC, and real-time peer routing feeds via eBGP speakers in the metro. The main output is the application-specific forwarding rules to the packet processors. Figure 5 shows an example, described below. A single LC scales to the control of approximately 1000 servers, keeping with our general goal of limiting control overhead to approximately 0.1% of our infrastructure costs. We also push the ACL filtering rules via LC to packet processors. Finally as a configuration cache, LC acts as the nexus point for configuration to other control components in the metro, e.g., BGP configuration for the eBGP speakers.
• Scaling host programming. To quickly program all packet processors, especially in the event of a network failure like peering port down, we run a number of LC instances in the metro. These instances are designed to be eventually consistent. LC programs all packet processors in an edge metro identically. Hence, to support more packet processors, we can simply add more LC instances.
• Canary. To limit the blast radius of an erroneous GC output, LC implements canarying to a subset of packet processors in a location. We first deliver a new egress map to a subset of packet processors, proceeding to wider distribution after verifying correct operation in the canary set. We also canary other control operations, e.g., ACL programming.
• Local Routing Fallback. Typically 3% of the traffic in a metro does not match any entry in the egress map, e.g., the client prefix has not issued requests recently. To provide a safety net for such traffic, LC calculates BGP best-path using routes from all metro routers. LC programs these routes as the default in packet processors. This approach also allows for a metro to fail static in the event of a failure in GC programming. We maintain a constant trickle of traffic on these paths to provide confidence that this fallback mechanism will work when needed.
• Fast recovery from failures. To compensate for the slower responding GC, LC reacts quickly to shift user traffic away from known failed links. LC uses internal priority queues to prioritize bad news, e.g., route withdrawals, over GC programming. Coupled with the default routes, we avoid blackholing traffic. A quick response to failure via LC and a slower response to new peers via GC also provides the correct response to a peering flap.
We now discuss the programming example shown in Figure 5 . GC generates egress maps for two application service classes to egress from peering ports A : 30 and B : 10, where A and B are two peering devices, and the numbers refer to the particular port on the peering device. GC can program traffic for a particular prefix to be split in a weighted manner across multiple peering ports, e.g., for application class 1 and prefix 2.0.0.0/24, traffic is split 30% out of A : 30 and 70% out of B : 10. LC sends the appropriate encapsulation rules used by packet processors to send traffic to the target peering port. In the example, to egress from A : 30, packets must be encapsulated with an outer IP-GRE header with an IP address from the range 42.42.42.0/27, and an MPLS header with label 401. We use a range of addresses for the encap IP header for sufficient hashing entropy as switches in the aggregation layer cannot look beyond the outer IP header for hashing.
LC also receives a real-time feed of the peering routes for each of the peers via BGP speakers. It uses this information to verify the correct output of GC programming. As shown in Figure 5 , when LC receives a route withdrawal for 1.0.0.0/24 for peer A : 30, it updates the corresponding forwarding rules in each of the application service classes by removing the unavailable egress from the map. In the event that no egress is available in the egress map, LC deletes the programming and the packet processors would instead perform a lookup in the default service class programmed from the best-path routes to encapsulate traffic. We keep the LC's response simple so that it only reacts to potential failures rather than make any active traffic steering decisions.
Peering Fabric
We now discuss how the Peering Fabric (PF) supports the Espresso edge metro. The Peering Fabric (PF) consists of a commodity MPLS switch, our custom BGP stack, Raven, and the Peering Fabric Controller (PFC). The PFC is responsible for programming the switch and managing the eBGP sessions.
Raven BGP Speaker.
We needed a server-based BGP speaker for Espresso. We have previously employed Quagga [21] but faced limitations. Specifically, Quagga is single threaded, C-based and has limited testing support. Hence, we developed Raven, a highperformance BGP speaker that runs on the edge servers. Raven allows us to use the large number of CPU cores and ample memory on commodity servers to provide performance. Since Raven is deployed in-house, we can implement only the features we need, which improves performance and results in a leaner, more stable codebase. We also benefit from better unit testing available in our internal codebase. §6.3 presents our comparison between the BGP speaker implementations.
For Raven to peer with external peers, the BGP packets from the peer are encapsulated at the PF and delivered to Raven process running on host machines. Conversely, the packets from Raven are encapsulated and forwarded in the same manner as regular user traffic from the hosts, i.e., IP-GRE and MPLS encapsulation. This ties the control plane (i.e., health of peering session), and data plane (i.e., traffic targeted towards the peer) together. If the data plane from the peer is broken for any reason, the peering session also breaks-resulting in traffic being shifted away from the peering link. We also exploit the packet processors on the host to perform both encapsulation and decapsulation of the BGP packets.
We run multiple Raven instances for each PF, distributing the peers evenly across each instance. Hence, we scale our peering capabilities horizontally by simply deploying more Raven tasks, independent of the hardware and scale of the PF. This partitioning also inherently limits the failure-domain of a single Raven task. Unlike in a traditional router where all peering units can fail together, failure of a Raven task only affects sessions associated with that task.
Since we deploy Raven intances as software services on hosts, they are frequently restarted for upgrades, either of Raven itself or of the host machine. Hence, restarting Raven needs to have minimal impact on traffic. We worked with our peers to enable BGP Graceful Restart [26] such that data traffic continues to flow during Raven restart.
Commodity MPLS Switch.
Espresso's commodity MPLS switches support priority-based line-rate packet forwardingbut cannot hold a full Internet-sized routing or ACL table. In Espresso, we program this switch with MPLS forwarding rules. The number of required MPLS forwarding rules corresponds to the number of peerings per router, orders of magnitude smaller than than Internet-size FIB. To program the switch, we extended its OpenFlow agent to program MPLS forwarding and IP-GRE encapsulation/decapsulation rules into the device. Using such rules, we can direct egress packets to the selected peer and encapsulate ingress BGP packets towards the Raven BGP speakers.
Peering Fabric
Controller. The PFC acts as the brain of the PF, managing the BGP speakers and switches. PFC manages forwarding on the PF by installing flow rules to decapsulate egress packets and to forward them to the next-hop based on the MPLS label. PFC also installs flow rules to encapsulate BGP packets received from a peer to the server running the correct BGP speaker for that peering session.
PFC maps peers to the available Raven BGP speakers. This map is sticky to minimize BGP session restarts. To gauge individual speaker availability, PFC performs health checks on the speakers and reassigns peering sessions when they go down. Since we loosely couple PFC and the Raven speakers, the peerings remain available even when the PFC is unavailable.
The PFC employs a master-standby architecture to increases Espresso PF reliability in the face of failures. An interesting consequence of externalizing network functionality from the peering device is that the software components are naturally distributed across multiple racks in different power domains, allowing Espresso to be robust against power failure without additional provisioning.
Internet ACL.
Google's Internet-facing ACL is large, beyond the capacity of commodity PF switches. To address this challenge, Espresso installs a subset of ACL entries on the PF and uses encapsulation to redirect the remaining traffic to nearby hosts to perform fine-grained filtering. We use traffic analysis to determine what ACL entries are the highest volume in packets per second, and install those on the the PF itself while installing the remainder on the hosts. What we have found is that installing just 5% of the required ACL entries on the PF covers over 99% of the traffic volume.
Even more important than leveraging commodity hardware, Espresso's programmable packet processors can perform more advanced filtering than what is available in any router hardware, commodity or otherwise. This greater flexibility can, for example, support Google's DoS protection system. The Espresso ACL design also allows for rules to be shifted around and new rules to be installed on demand providing increased operational flexibility.
Configuration and Management
Espresso configuration is based on an automated intent-based system. Currently, we leverage existing configuration languages to express intent in Espresso to minimize churn for operators. Designing a network configuration language for SDN systems is an important area of future work for us.
Upon checking in a human-readable intent for Espresso, the management system compiles it into lower-level configuration data that is more easily consumed by the systems. This configuration data is then delivered verbatim by many of the components in the system. In this way, we verify overall system configuration consistency, and also programmatically ensure the configuration is internally consistent and valid. Changing a configuration schema only requires modifying the consumer(s) of the configuration and not in the configuration management system.
The Espresso configuration management differs from traditional network configuration systems in a number of ways. First, as most of the functionality is in software we can use a declarative configuration language, greatly simplifying higher level configuration and workflow automation. Second, since the data plane (packet processors) is composed of a number of smaller units, we can roll out configuration changes gradually to monitor any impact from bad configuration updates. Finally, the fact that the control plane is composed of a number of discrete units, each performing a specific function allows for strong and repeated validation of configuration flow to provide defense in depth.
In a peering location, the LC provides a cache of the current intent/configuration. Hence, as systems come online or fail over, they always have a local source to load their current configuration, avoiding a high availability SLO for the configuration system. If LC's connection to the configuration system is lost, the LC will failstatic with the current configuration, alerting operators in parallel to fix the connection. The LC also canaries configuration to a subset of devices within a location and verifies correct behavior before proceeding to wide-scale deployment of a new configuration.
4.5.1 Big Red Buttons. For safety and operational ease, we made the explicit decision to provide a "big red button" (BRB) that operators could quickly, reliably and safely use to turn off some or all parts of the system. These BRBs provide defense in depth at all levels of the system, e.g., (i) we can push a configuration to LC to send all programming via the best-path routes computed locally, (ii) we can move traffic by de-configuring one or more BGP peers, or (iii) we can move all of a peer's traffic by clicking a button on the BGP speaker's monitoring user interface. There are also more fine-grained knobs to disable sending traffic to a particular peering port, or overriding part of GC programming. These BRBs are extensively tested nightly to ensure that they would work when needed. Using the nightly test result, we analyze the performance of these BRB in §6.4.
Network
Telemetry. Espresso provides streaming telemetry of data-plane changes and reaction time statistics to events such as peering link failure or route withdrawal. For example, peering link failures are immediately streamed from PFC to the BGP speakers allowing the speaker to withdraw the associated routes quickly, rather than waiting for the BGP session to timeout. LC also uses this signal to update host programming.
Control plane telemetry in Espresso leverages various standard monitoring practices in Google. Every binary in the control plane exports information on a standard HTTP/RPC endpoint, which is collected and aggregated using a system like Prometheus [3] .
Dataplane Monitoring via Probing.
We continually run end-to-end probes to detect problems. These probes traverse the same path as regular traffic but exercise specific functionality. For example, to verify the proper installation of ACLs at hosts, we send probe packets to the hosts that are encapsulated identically to Internet traffic, allowing us to validate that the systems implementing the ACL forward/drop as expected. We can send probe packets that loop back through the PF and through various links to ensure they reach their destination and are processed correctly.
FEATURE AND ROLLOUT VELOCITY
Espresso is designed for high feature velocity, with an explicit goal to move away from occasional releases of software components where many features are bundled together. Espresso software components are loosely coupled to support independent, asynchronous and accelerated releases. This imposes a requirement for full interoperability testing across versions before each release. We achieve this by fully automating the integration testing, canarying and rollout of software components in Espresso.
Before releasing a new version of the Espresso software, we subject it to extensive unit tests, pairwise interoperability tests and end-to-end full system-level tests. We run many of the tests in a production-like QA environment with a full suite of failure, performance, and regression tests that validates the system operation with both the current and new software versions of all control plane components. Once this test suite passes, the system begins an automated incremental global rollout. We also leverage the testing and development infrastructure that is used for supporting all of Google codebase [24] . The above features allow Espresso software to be released on a regular weekly or biweekly schedule as shown in Table 2 . To fix critical issues, a manual release, testing and rollout can be performed in hours. Since releases are such a common task, we ca quickly and incrementally add features to the system. It is also easy to deprecate an unused feature, which enables us to maintain a cleaner codebase. Rapid evolution of the Espresso codebase is one of the leading contributors to the significantly higher reliability in Espresso compared to our traditional deploymentsciteevolveordie.
Using three years of historical data, we have updated Espresso's entire control plane > 50× more frequently than with traditional peering routers, which would have been impossible without our test infrastructure and a fail-static design that allows upgrades without traffic interruption.
As one example of the benefits, we developed and deployed a new L2 private connectivity solution for our cloud customers in the span of a few months. This included enabling a new VPN overlay, developing appropriate APIs and integrating with the VPN management system, end-to-end testing, and global roll-out of the software. We did so without introducing any new hardware or waiting for vendors to deliver new features. The same work on the traditional routing platforms is still ongoing and has already taken 6× longer.
EVALUATION 6.1 Growth of Traffic over Time
Espresso is designed to carry all of Google's traffic. We started with lower priority traffic to gain experience with the system, but with time it is now carrying higher priority traffic.
To date, Espresso is carrying more than 22% of Google's outbound Internet traffic, with usage increasing exponentially. Figure 6a shows that an increasing fraction of total traffic is carried on Espresso. E.g., in the last two months, traffic on Espresso grew 2.24× more than the total.
Application-aware Traffic Engineering
We discuss some benefits of a centralized application-aware TE. The global nature of GC means that it can move traffic from one peering point to another, even in a different metro, when we encounter capacity limits. We classify this as overflow, where GC serves the excess user demand from another location. Overflow allows Google to serve, on average, 13% more user traffic during peaks than would otherwise be possible. GC can find capacity for overflow either on a different peering in the same edge metro or could also spill it to a different point-of-presence (PoP), as it has global visibility. We observe that over 70% of this overflow is sent out to a different metro. Figure 7 shows the distribution of overflow by client ISPs, as a fraction of what could be served without TE. The overflow fraction is fairly small for most ISPs, however for few very capacityconstrained ISPs we find the GC overflowing over 50% of the total traffic to those ISPs from non best location. client ISPs. X axis shows the fraction of total traffic to the ISP that is served from a non best location.
As described in § 4.3.1, GC caps loss-sensitive traffic on peering links to allow for errors in bandwidth estimation. However, GC can safely push links close to 100% utilization by filling any remaining space with lower-QoS loss-tolerant traffic. For this traffic, GC ignores estimated link capacity, instead dynamically discovering the traffic level that produces a target low level of queue drops. Figure 6b shows that over 40% of peering links have a 95 th percentile utilization exceeding 50%, with 17% of them exceeding 80% utilization. This is higher than industry norms for link utilization [2, 12, 21] . GC sustains higher peak utilization for a substantial number of peering links without affecting users, easing the problem of sustaining exponential growth of the peering edge. Figure 6c focuses on observed packet drops for the highly utilized peering links. GC manages packet drops to < 2% for even peering links with 100% utilization. The drops are in the lower-QoS traffic that is more loss-tolerant, as GC will react aggressively to reduce limit if higher-QoS drops are observed.
GC monitors client connection goodput to detect end-to-end network congestion, including those beyond Google's network. GC can then move traffic to alternate paths with better goodput. This congestion avoidance mechanism dramatically improved our video streaming service's user-experience metrics for several ISPs, which has been shown to be critical to user engagement [10] . Table 3 shows examples of improvements to user experience observed by our video player when we enabled congestion detection and reaction in GC. Mean Time Between Rebuffers (MTBR) is an important user metric taken from the client side of Google's video service. MTBR is heavily influenced by packet loss, typically observed in some ISPs that experience congestion during peak times. For the examples presented here, we did not observe any congestion on the peering links between Google and the ISP. This demonstrates the benefit of a centralized TE system like GC, which considers the least congested end-to-end path for a client prefix through a global comparison of all paths to the client across the peering edge.
Comparison of BGP speakers
Early in the Espresso project, we had to choose between an opensource BGP stack, e.g., Quagga [1], Bird [14] , or XORP [19] , or extend Raven, an internally-developed BGP speaker. We settled (Figure 8a ) and performing as well for IPv6 (Figure 8b ). Raven also consistently used less memory and CPU than Quagga, e.g., for one million IPv4 routes, Raven used less than half the memory of Quagga. We saw similar savings in IPv6 routes. Raven also has lower latency because it does not write routes into the kernel. Further, Quagga is single-threaded and does not fully exploit the availability of multiple cores on machines.
We also compared Raven with the BGP stack on a widely used commercial router. Based on IPv4 and IPv6 routes drawn from a production router, we created route sets of different sizes. We compared the advertisement and withdrawal performance of Raven (Adj-RIB-in post-policy) and the commercial router over several runs for these route sets. The average convergence latency (Figure 8c) showed that Raven significantly outperformed the router in both dimensions. This performance was partly made possible by the approximately 10x CPU cores and memory available on our servers relative to commercial routers.
Big Red Button
In this section, we evaluate the responsiveness of two of our "big red buttons" mechanisms: (i) we can disable a peering by clicking a button on the BGP speaker's user interface for a temporary change, and (ii) permanently drain traffic by de-configuring one or more BGP peers via an intent change and config push.
In case (i), we measure the time between clicking the button on the BGP speaker's user interface and the routes for that peer being withdrawn by Raven. This takes an average of 4.12 s, ranging for 1.60 to 20.6 s with std. dev. of 3.65 s. In case (ii), we measure the time from checking in intent to the time routes are withdrawn. This takes an average of 19.9 s, ranging for 15.1 to 108 s with std. dev. of 8.63 s. This time includes checking in an intent change to a global system, performing various validation checks, propagating the drain intent to the particular device and finally withdrawing the appropriate peering sessions.
Evaluating Host Packet Processing
Key to Espresso is host-based packet processing to offload Internet scale routing to the end hosts. This section demonstrates that a well-engineered software stack can be efficient in memory and CPU overhead. Figure 9a shows the CDF of the programming update rate from LC to one host; the host received 11.3 updates per second on average (26.6 at 99th percentile). We also measure update processing overhead. Update processing is serialized on a single CPU and takes only 0.001% on average and 0.008% at 99th percentile of its cycles.
An on-host process translates the programming update into an efficient longest prefix match (LPM) data structure for use in the data path. We share this immutable LPM structure among all of the packet processing CPUs, allowing lock-free packet processing. We first install programming updates in a shadow LPM structure, updating all packet processing path pointers to point to the new LPM afterward. We use a compressed multibit trie to implement IPv4 LPM and a binary trie to implement IPv6 LPM. See [31] for a survey of possible LPM implementations. Figure 9b shows the route counts, and Figure 9c the memory usage in an Espresso deployment over a period of 3 months. The LPMs contain approximately 1.9 million IPv4/IPv6 prefixes-service classes tuple. The LPMs and control plane structures used 1.2 GB of RAM on average and 1.3 GB of RAM at 99 th percentile. We attribute occasional spikes in memory use to the background threads triggered by our profiling infrastructure. We also evaluate the CPU overhead of both LPM lookups and packet encapsulation on a production machine at peak load. At peak, the machine transmits 37 Gbps and 3 million packets per second. On average, the LPM lookups consume between 2.1% to 2.3% of machine CPU, an acceptable overhead. For expediency, we used simple binary trie LPM implementation, which can be improved upon.
EXPERIENCE
Perhaps the largest meta-lesson we have learned in deploying various incarnations of SDN is that it takes time to realize the benefits of a new architecture and that the real challenges will only be learned through production deployment. One of the main drivers for our emphasis on feature velocity is to support our approach of going to production as quickly as possible with a limited deployment and then iterating on the implementation based on actual experience. In this section, we outline some of our most interesting lessons.
(1) Bug in a shared reporting library. All Espresso controlplane components use a shared client library to report their configuration state to a reporting system for management automation. We added this reporting system after the initial Espresso design but neglected to add it to regression testing. A latent bug triggered by a failure in the reporting system caused all the control plane jobs to lock up due to process thread exhaustion. In turn, the control-plane software components across all Pilot peering locations failed. This caused traffic to be automatically drained from the Espresso PF ports, failing the traffic back to other peering locations. Espresso's interoperability with the traditional peering edge allowed routing to work around the Espresso control plane failure and prevented any user-visible impact. This control-plane outage however reinforced the need for all control and management plane components to be included in integration testing. (2) Localized control plane for fast response. During the initial deployment of Espresso, we observed an interesting phenomenon: new routing prefixes were not being utilized quickly after peering turnup, leading to under-utilization of available capacity. The root-cause was slow propagation of new prefixes to the GC and subsequent incorporation in the forwarding rules. This is a feature in GC, implemented to reduce churn in the global map computed by GC.
To reduce the time needed to utilize newly learned prefixes without introducing unintended churn in the GC, we augment the local control plane to compute a set of default forwarding rules based strictly on locally collected routing prefixes within an edge metro. Espresso uses this default set for traffic that is not explicitly steered by GC, allowing new prefixes to be utilized quickly. This default also provides an in-metro fallback in the event of a GC failure, increasing system reliability. This lesson demonstrates how a hierarchical control plane can manage global optimization while maintaining or improving reliability. (3) Global drain of PF traffic. To aid incremental deployment of Espresso and emergency operational procedures, GC can disable/enable use of a set of Espresso PF devices as an egress option for traffic. An operator pushed erroneous GC configuration that excluded all Espresso PF devices from the set of viable egress options. Fortunately, we had sufficient spare capacity available, and GC successfully shifted traffic to other peering devices so that there was minimal uservisible impact. This outage though again demonstrated the perils of a global control system, and the need to have additional safety checks. GC supports a simulation environment to evaluate the effects of a drain, but the simulation results were overlooked, and the configuration was still pushed.
To improve availability, we bolstered the simulation environment by making large traffic shifts show up as failures, and introduced additional safety checks in GC to prohibit draining significant traffic from peering devices. (4) Ingress traffic blackholing. Espresso's most user visible outage resulted from our phased development model. Before implementing ACL-based filtering in end hosts, we restricted announcement of prefixes to Espresso peers to the subset that we could support filtering with the limited PF hardware TCAMs. An inadvertent policy change on one of our backbone routers caused external announcement of most of Google prefixes via the PFs. Some of the attracted traffic, e.g., VPN, did not find an "allow" match in the PF (which has limited TCAM) and was blackholed. We subsequently fixed our BGP policies to prevent accidental leaking of routes to Espresso peers, evaluated the limited ACLs on PF to allow additional protocols, and expedited the work to deploy complete Internet ACL filtering in end-hosts. This outage demonstrates the risks associated with introducing new network functionality, and how subtle interactions with existing infrastructure can adversely affect availability.
RELATED WORK
Recently, several large-scale SDN deployments [11, 21, 29] have been discussed in the literature. These deployments only had to interoperate with a controlled number of vendors and/or software. SDN peering [17, 18] provides finer-grained policy but does not allow application-specific traffic engineering. This work is also limited to the PoP scale while Espresso targets a globally available peering surface. None of these deployments target high-level availability required for a global scale public peering. A number of efforts [4, 28] target more cost-effective hardware for peering; we show our approach end-to-end with an evaluation of a large-scale deployment. Espresso employs centralized traffic engineering to select egress based on application requirements and fine-grained communication patterns. While centralized traffic engineering [7, 8, [20] [21] [22] is not novel, doing so considering end-user metrics at Internet scale has not been previously demonstrated. We also achieve substantial flexibility by leveraging host-based encapsulation to implement the centralized traffic engineering policy by programming Internetsized FIBs in packet processors rather than in the network, taking earlier ideas [9, 25] further.
Edge Fabric [27] has similar traffic engineering goals as Espresso. However, their primary objective is to relieve congested peering links in a metro while Espresso aims at fine-grained global optimization of traffic. Consequently, Edge Fabric has independent local and global optimization which does not always yield globally optimal traffic placement, and relies on BGP to steer traffic. On the other hand, Espresso integrates egress selection with our global TE system allowing us to move traffic to a different serving location and to perform fine-grained traffic engineering at the hosts. Espresso also considers downstream congestion which Edge Fabric is exploring as future work. Another key difference lies in Espresso's use of commodity MPLS switches, in contrast with Edge Fabric that relies on peering routers with Internet-scale forwarding tables. We have found that such peering routers comprise a substantial portion of our overall network costs.
Espresso's declarative network management is similar to Robotron [30] . We further build a fully automated configuration pipeline where a change in intent is automatically and safely staged to all devices.
CONCLUSIONS
Two principal criticisms of SDN is that it is best suited to walled gardens that do not require interoperability at Internet scale and that SDN mainly targets cost reductions. Through a large-scale deployment of Espresso-a new Internet peering architecture-we shed light on this discussion in two ways. First, we demonstrate that it is possible to incrementally evolve, in place, a traditional peering architecture based on vendor gear and maintain full interoperability with peers, their myriad policies, and varied hardware/protocol deployments at the scale of one of the Internet's largest content provider networks. Second, we show that the value of SDN comes from the capability and its software feature velocity, with any cost savings being secondary.
In particular, Espresso decouples complex routing and packetprocessing functions from the routing hardware. A hierarchical control-plane design and close attention to fault containment for loosely-coupled components underlie a system that is highly responsive, highly reliable, and supports global/centralized traffic optimization. After more than a year of incremental rollout, Espresso supports six times the feature velocity, 75% cost-reduction, many novel features and exponential capacity growth relative to traditional architectures. It carries more than 22% of all of Google's Internet traffic, with this fraction rapidly increasing.
